Alexander, Goldie
CYBERTRICKS
Five Senses Education
ISBN 9781741308884

Chim, Wai
FREEDOM SWIMMER
Allen & Unwin
ISBN 9781760113414

Balla, Trace
ROCKHOPPING
Allen & Unwin
ISBN 9781760112349

Ciddor, Anna
THE FAMILY WITH TWO FRONT DOORS
Allen & Unwin
ISBN 9781925266641

Banks, Angelica
BLUEBERRY PANCAKES FOREVER
Allen & Unwin
ISBN 9781760110451

Crabbe, Kay
THE PEARL-SHELL DIVER: A STORY OF ADVENTURE FROM THE TORRES STRAIT
Allen & Unwin
ISBN 9781760290474

Battersby, Lee
Illustrated by Daoud, Amy
MAGRIT
Walker Books Australia
ISBN 9781925081343

Fienberg, Anna
WICKED’S WAY
Allen & Unwin
ISBN 9781743319901

Bavati, Robyn
WITHIN THESE WALLS
Scholastic Australia
ISBN 9781760152857

Foxlee, Karen
A MOST MAGICAL GIRL
Allen & Unwin
ISBN 9781848125742

Brian, Janeen
YONG: THE JOURNEY OF AN UNWORTHY SON
Walker Books Australia
ISBN 9781925126297

Gibbes, Lesley
Illustrated by Michael King, Stephen
FIZZ AND THE POLICE DOG TRYOUTS
Allen & Unwin
ISBN 9781760112851
Younger Readers Notables 2017

Gleitzman, Morris
**TOAD DELIGHT**
Penguin Random House Australia
ISBN 9780143309239

Hall, Leanne
**IRIS AND THE TIGER**
Text Publishing
ISBN 9781925240795

Hamilton, Anne
**DAYSTAR**
Wombat Books
ISBN 9781925139518

Hawke, Rosanne
**DAUGHTER OF NOMADS**
University of Queensland Press
ISBN 9780702253935

Hayes, Paula
**LILY IN THE MIRROR**
Fremantle Press
ISBN 9781925163872

Heath, Jack
**FAIL SAFE**
Allen & Unwin
ISBN 9781925266078

Jennings, Paul
Illustrated by Smith, Craig
**THE UNFORGETTABLE WHAT'S HIS NAME**
Allen & Unwin
ISBN 9781760290856

Jinks, Catherine
**THEOPHILUS GREY AND THE TRAITOR'S MASK**
Allen & Unwin
ISBN 9781760113612

Kane, Kim
**WHEN THE LYREBIRD CALLS**
Allen & Unwin
ISBN 9781741758528

Kelly, Deborah
Illustrated by Hedstrom, Leigh
**RUBY WISHFINGERS: SKYDANCER'S ESCAPE**
Wombat Books
ISBN 9781925139631

Knapp, Kate
**RUBY RED SHOES GOES TO LONDON**
HarperCollins Publishers
ISBN 9780732297626

Miller, Jessica
**ELIZABETH AND ZENOBIAS**
Text Publishing
ISBN 9781925355031
Murrell, Belinda
THE LOST SAPPHIRE
Penguin Random House Australia
ISBN 9781925324112

O'Loghlin, James
THE TWINS OF TINTARFELL
Pan MacMillan Australia
ISBN 9781743548097

Orr, Wendy
DRAGONFLY SONG
Allen & Unwin
ISBN 9781760290023

Pascoe, Bruce
MRS WHITLAM
Magabala Books
ISBN 9781925360240

Perry, Ellyse & Clark, Sherryl
POCKET ROCKET
Penguin Random House Australia
ISBN 9780143781240

Phommavanh, Oliver
THE OTHER CHRISTY
Penguin Random House Australia
ISBN 9780143505723

Rossell, Judith
WORMWOOD MIRE: A STELLA MONTGOMERY INTRIGUE
HarperCollins Publishers
ISBN 9780733333019

Roxburgh, Richard
ARTIE AND THE GRIME WAVE
Allen & Unwin
ISBN 9781760292140

Rushby, Pamela
LIZZIE AND MARGARET ROSE
Scholastic Australia, Omnibus Books
ISBN 9781742991528

Smith, Jane
Illustrated by Kan, Pat
TOMMY BELL SHOOT-OUT AT THE ROCK
Big Sky Publishing
ISBN 9781925275940

Temple, Kate & Temple, Jol
Illustrated by Foye, John
CAPTAIN JIMMY COOK DISCOVERS THIRD GRADE
Allen & Unwin
ISBN 9781760291938
Walsh, Myles, Illustrated by Pitcha Makin
Fellas
WHAT’S IN A NAME?
boh books
ISBN 9780992395018

Wild, Ailsa
Illustrated by Wood, Ben
SQUISHY TAYLOR AND THE BONUS TAYLOR SISTERS
Hardie Grant Egmont
ISBN 9781760126759

Weetman, Nova
THE SECRETS WE KEEP
University of Queensland Press
ISBN 9780702254215

Wolfer, Dianne
THE SHARK CALLER
Penguin Random House Australia
ISBN 9780143780557
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